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FAILURES OF PRE-INSTALLED LIFTING SLINGS 

A Member has recently been experiencing 4T lifting slings breaking during discharge 
of pre-slung break bulk cargo, no personal injury or equipment damage had arisen 
from these events.  The Member ensures the lifting slings are fit for purpose through 
the standard certification checks and ship to shore documentation. Visual checks are 
carried out as best as possible throughout the discharge activity. 

They are interested to hear how other Ports ensure the safety of their personnel in 
vessel holds and on the quay wall during similar operations, other than standard 
generic control measures. 

Any information would also be appreciated as to how safe zones / no people zones are 
established / enforced during such fluid and dynamic discharge operations. 
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Response received from Dublin Port 

 

We do not generally handle pre slung cargo but I worked offshore for a number of years and 

would advise the following: 

 

Ensure all slings are certified. 

Some slings are one time use only. Be mindful. 

Avoid flat webbing slings, if using fibre slings only use round endless type. 

Avoid flat braided slings 

For crews in the hold ensure to use a no hands on load policy, use long taglines and push pull 

sticks. 

Zero tolerance for standing below the hold. 

Teach load handlers about what can happen if one sling snaps, where will the load swing to 

end up? 

 

Hope this helps. Probably already being done. 

 

 

Response received from Portsmouth International Port 

On this one, PIP doesn’t have exposure to this work but who is responsible for the slings and 

therefore their condition?  

Working for a ship owner and cargo interests previously if there was a significant number of failures 

(that could be just one failure) and/or risk we would deal with the immediate situation by: 

1) Taking a small lift to check the lifting equipment before making a full lift. 

2) Visually inspect the lift as it is being taken out to see if there are ‘obvious’ equipment faults and 

return the load to the safest place immediately if there are problems.  

3) If there was any doubt about the quality of the slings/strops we would lift the shortest distance to a 

landing space where we could use our own equipment (strops/slings/nets). 

4) Notice of protest would be given to the cargo interest/contracting party around the additional time 

and cost responsibilities as well as the hazards. 

5) We would keep and record every piece of equipment that failed and report back to the responsible 

party. 

6) If the equipment was insufficient, we would not accept the same lifting equipment/same inspection 

certs for future use. 

 

A root cause analysis should also happen; are the slings being damaged by the stow; movement of 

the cargo on passage; condition/type of cargo. Would a different material be better for the lifting 

equipment, could there be a safer alternative? Again, there is an element of what the contractual 

relationship looks like (is this a one off cargo or likely to be regular). 

There are experts in this area who can/will take this up further (sometimes via the PNI clubs) but the 

port/terminal/stevedores need to feel comfortable/confident to stop the operation if it is not safe and 

ask for something more suitable. 

 



 

 

Response received from Nectar Group 

From my experience, if the cargo is from outside the UK/EU, it is very difficult to confirm the 

authenticity of these slings & documents. Therefore, before use we would send sample slings 

away for destruction testing to determine their true rated capacity.  

 

1. While you are waiting for the results, you can simply use the pre-slung slings to elevate the 
cargo at each end to apply your own slings, before lifting from the hold. This method is still 
quicker than trying to apply your own sling to cargo that is not pre-slung.  

 

 

2. However, if the test results are to your satisfaction, then I would suggest you can use the 
pre-slung slings with further testing throughout the discharge. 

 

Even after the test results are to your satisfactory, but you still identify the risk as being too 

high and cannot mitigate further. You can continue as per point 1. 

 

 Finally, make sure the RASSOW is updated and communicated to all personnel involved in the 

 operation 

 

Response received from Port of Blyth 

Some feedback from our teams. Based on the information provided they have assumed it is 

with regards to the handling of plywood. If this is not the case, some of the learnings may still 

be relevant. 

 

“Sounds like plywood type cargo where any movement of cargo can damage slings – needs 

to be risk assessed and all failure of slings taken into account with workers taking additional 

efforts to stand clear of the loads. Test lifts can also be included during unloading to check 

slings are safe when cargo slung say 0.5m to 1m in the air. Change type of sling for next 

cargo !! -wires for example” 

 

“That’s the problem you have with any pre-slung cargo notably the plywood packs.  You have 

to lift the cargo to see the condition of the slings underneath (that you couldn’t previously) 

see and use alternative slings if damaged.  You cannot trust any slings especially the rope 

type which could be damaged at any stage.  Unless you can see the whole sling, you don’t 

rely on them” 

 

Other control measures. 

 

• Pre checks 

• Certification 

• Correct storage of slings 

• Correct sling used 

• Correct method used 

• Use of edge protection 

• Test lifts 

• Barriers placed around working area – only authorised persons inside barrier area 

 

 


